Business and the Kingdom: Integrating Faith and Work
Pause, Recalibrate, Worship
7th November 2020
Morning workshops
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Sustainable Business
Leadership in Unstable
Times

Worship through work in
recruitment and
education
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Work as worship in
people development
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Life after loss: finding
hope, healing and help
amidst the ups and
downs of life
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The Impact of Christian
Workplace Groups on
Business

Leaders

Leader biographies

Workshop summary

Malcolm
Forsyth

After 34 years in chemicals, latterly focussed on sustainability,
Malcolm now provides consultancy alongside Church of
England lay ministry, charity trusteeship and birdwatching.

2020 has challenged business leaders to address shortterm crises and long-term risks like climate change.
Malcolm will explore how Christian leaders might
respond to these dual challenges and show sustainable
leadership in uncertain and unstable times.

Joelle and
Andrew
Warren

Joelle’s biography can be found on the main flyer.
Andrew has been a leader in education since 1985. He is
currently the Regional Schools Commissioner for the West
Midlands, responsible for 2,700+ schools. He loves coaching
leaders, leading worship, and preaching, skiing, and climbing
mountains.

Joelle and Andrew Warren follow up Joelle’s talk with a
look at their own working lives.
Includes extensive Q&A opportunity.

John
Crossan

John is a husband, dad, coach, and Talent Development
Partner at NG Bailey: putting purpose, meaning and values at
the heart of people development.

Take time to think differently about personal
development – yours, and that of your people. Who are
you called to be, what are you called to do, and how
does your deepest sense of purpose sit alongside your
worship and notion of service?

Faye Smith

Faye has lost marriage, husband, family business, home, and
most tragic of all, her daughter. Only her faith and circle of
intimates has allowed her to find a place of slow healing and
restoration where she can seek to experience the Father anew
and rediscover his love.

Whatever your loss, you will get chance to hear a little of
Faye’s story and what has helped her on the journey.
And – if you wish – share a little of yours, so together we
may find ways to live well amidst sadness and loss.

Ann
Cheung

Ann is an Ambassador for Transform Work UK. She is the Lead
Coach at Get Soaring Limited and has a heart to encourage,
equip and enable Christians to live-out their calling and grow
the Kingdom of God. She is a chartered civil engineer.

Bringing the Culture of Heaven into your organisation
through connecting, supporting, and equipping
Christians – together we can achieve more!

Business and the Kingdom: Integrating Faith and Work
Pause, Recalibrate, Worship
7th November 2020
Afternoon workshops
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Leader biographies

Workshop summary

Ella and
Peter
Smith

Self-employed since 2013, Ella is gradually mastering the art
of multi-tasking around Toby the cockerpoo – and Peter.
Peter is a chartered surveyor turned social enterpriser,
striving from home since 2017. He is co-founder of Business
Friends Club and Skipton Wellbeing Café.

An interactive discussion around the varied joys and
challenges of working from home, with time to pray and
encourage one another.
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Working From Home:
Work, Wellbeing and
Worship
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Recalibrating what it
means to serve God –
how can I do it in my
business?

Paul
Chandler

Paul is non-executive director of the Co-op Group, and was
formerly CEO of Traidcraft and of SPCK, the publisher /
mission agency.

Paul will reflect on how two Christian businesses
adopted new approaches to fulfilling their mission, and
whether participants’ experience of personal and
organisational change offer lessons for Christians in any
business.

What about the rest?

Nathan
Dring

Nathan is a husband, father, and small business owner. In all
those things he is passionate about people finding their
purpose and fulfilling their potential.

A combination of reflection, conversation, and story to
consider 'Sabbath' - how we hear that word and how to
have Sabbath-fuelled lives.

The challenges of faith in
the world of law.

Elizabeth
and Adam
Wilson

Elizabeth is a partner with Wrigleys Solicitors in Leeds,
specialising in property for commercial, religious and charity
clients. Adam is a barrister, specialising in the financial aspects
of family breakdown.

Elizabeth and Adam will talk about being Christians and
lawyers: how being a Christian comes first with helpful
texts; principles for professional life; service in practice.
There will be plenty of time to ask questions and share
experiences.

Anna and
Wills
Crump

Anna and Wills work in finance and law respectively in Leeds.
Both are passionate about seeing God’s Kingdom growing in
business through Christians working in influential roles and
exemplifying Kingdom values. They run a networking group
for Christians in business and professional services.

Anna and Wills don’t agree with the implicit assumption
that our work fundamentally serves little kingdom
purpose. They will facilitate delegates to explore their
kingdom purpose and help attendees consider how God
is already using their work for His kingdom and how they
can partner with Him in the future.
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Finding your work in your
purpose

